
 
 



Preface 
Culture is the customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or social group, 

and the characteristic features of everyday existence (such as diversions or a way of life) shared by people in 

a place or time. Civilization is the culture characteristic of a particular time or place. 

The earliest civilization of humankind, believed by archaeologists, was “Sumer Culture”, located in the 

Mesopotamia, between the Tigris and Euphrates river basins in the Middle East, where a group of indigenous 

mixed peoples lived about 11,000 years ago. Prior to this humankind civilization, both of the two records of 

different sources suddenly disappeared about 12,000 years ago. One was the Atlantis Imperial Civilization in 

the Atlantic Ocean, depicted in the Greek philosopher Platos book “The Dialogue” in 360 B.C. The other was 

the civilized Empire of the Sun of “Mu-Land” in the Pacific Ocean, depicted in the book “The Lost continent 

of Mu” by Churchward, a British officer, in 1926. People at the age of Plato believed that Atlantis was in the 

vast Atlantic Ocean; nevertheless, they did not knew the existence of the Americas and the Pacific Ocean. 

Therefore, the Americas and the Pacific Ocean were undoubtedly considered as a part of the Atlantic Ocean, 

and so was the Atlantis in the Pacific Ocean. 

 To study the earliest civilizations of humankind, the author cites data based on the English Churchwards 

“The Lost Continent of Mu” (English version) and the Greek philosopher Platos “The Dialogue” (English 

version), to explore the content of both. After a detailed study, it is found that although Mu-Land and Atlantis 

had different sources, there are as many as fifteen commonalities in their narratives. These 15 items are 

necessary conditions for historical conformity, including time, place, person, culture, events, etc.... There two 

ancient continents disappeared can be considered just a single continent, whose names vary from different 

sources. Schliemann, a famous German archaeologist in the nineteenth century, speculated that Mu-Land and 

Atlantis were the same continent. Since Atlantis Empire worships the Sun and the people of its colonies 

worship the Sun, The Atlantis Empire can also be called “The Empire of the Sun”. The two disappeared 

Empires of Mu-Land and Atlantis may be commonly known as “The Empire of the Sun”. 

Mu-Land and Atlantis have five things in common, including earthquake destruction, major flooding, 

sinking within one day overnight, sinking in the great ocean, disappearing 12,000 years ago. It is a fact 

recognized by geologists that the events of 12,000 years ago coincided with the end of the Fourth Ice Age on 

Earth, when the earths crust was unbalanced and cracked, causing volcanic eruptions. Volcanic eruptions 

usually accompany a strong earthquake, followed by a tsunami that destroys the civilization of the time, so 

the search for the vanishing site of Empire of the Sun must start with the volcanic eruption that caused the 

tsunami. 

In April 2001, the international ocean drilling ship “JOIDES Resolution” at the Ocean Drilling Program 

(ODP) Site 1202 operated geological drilling on the south slope of southern Okinawa Trough, took out 410 

meters of core from the sea floor and did three different methods of age dating. It turns out that there was a 

large amount of sediment sinking to the sea floor about 12,000 years ago, though the experts do not know the 

source. However, the fact that the sediment is composed of components similar to those of Taiwans 

mountaintops, and contains volcanic ash particles, indicates that there has been a volcanic eruption nearby. 



In 2004, when the National Expressway Engineering Bureau excavated at Snow Mountain Tunnel of 

Freeway No. 5, the sampling test of artesian water was detected and was found in the northern section of Snow 

Mountain hiding “the more than 8000 years ancient water” was detected, they found that “natural underground 

reservoirs” undoubtedly do existence. Then many volcanoes in the northeast corner of Taiwan and the nearby 

waters had the records of volcano eruption from the past three million years to six thousand years ago. Based 

on the information, we learn that the northern section of the Snow Mountains has “Stratovolcano Island”, 

which is inclined to trigger a “mega-tsunami” in the event of a volcanic eruption. 

Based on both of these pieces of information, the author wrote an academic paper on the coastal 

engineering in the civil engineering field: “Mega-tsunami in Northeastern Taiwan at Least 12,000 Years Ago”; 

appendix 2), published at the Third International Conference on Asia and Pacific Coast 2005 in Jeju of South 

Korea, in early September 2005. Experts and scholars from all over the world affirmed it. Because this article 

reveals the dawn of the ancient history of Taiwan, which can be linked to the time and space of the ancient 

civilization sites of Taiwan and can be connected with the earliest time and space of the history of world 

civilization, the study should become the stepping-stone to the ancient history of Taiwan and the world. 

According to this paper, a volcanic eruption occurred in the northern section of the Snow Mountains 

about 12,000 years ago, and accompanied a landslide. A huge volume of earth and gravel, rolling down the 

Pacific Ocean and drifting to ODP Site 1202, caused a mega-tsunami that destroyed Taiwan and the islands of 

the Pacific Ocean as well as the surrounding coastal civilization. This event in condition and time coincides 

perfectly with the destruction of the Empire of the Sun. 

The “mega-tsunami event” in the northeast corner of Taiwan was almost consistent with the plot of 

Churchwards “The Lost Continent of Mu”, including volcanic eruptions, major earthquakes and land that 

sank in the Pacific Ocean 12,000 years ago. In this book, “the leaping deer” stands for “the first human” on 

earth, which is more similar to the Formosan sika deer, and many fossils of ancient elephants were unearthed 

in Taiwan that proved Mu-Land should be Taiwan. Taiwans main aborigines, all nine ethnic groups of Plain 

Peoples and some Mountain Peoples, still retain the Matriarchal society of Mu-Land, so that Taiwan Island 

should be the Mu-Land, which also called Lemuria. 

Learning from Solon, a Greek wise man, Platos description of Atlantis has given sixteen clues in the 

search for the Atlantis Site. Although more than 1,700 reports of the Atlantis Site have been found around the 

world, there was never a place to conform to Platos description and Solons sixteen clues, except Taiwans 

environment. In addition, the conditions of Suao Bay area were also consistent with those of the capital of 

Atlantis, so that Atlantis is considered the Taiwan Island, too. 

The first lost civilized continent of Empire of the Sun did not all sink into the sea, but only disappeared 

partially. A volcanic eruption occurred in the northern section of the Snow Mountains in the northeast corner 

of Taiwan, causing a collapse of the huge volume of earth and gravel, and rolling down the Pacific Ocean and 

spreading into Lanyang Plain. The east of Taiwan was supposed to be a straight coastline, with the collapse 

falling into the sea, shrinking into a beautiful inner concave arc of Ilan coastline. The capital was in the area 

and sank to the bottom of the sea, which was later mistaken for the legend that Mu-Land or Atlantis had all 

sunk into the sea and disappeared. 



Before Columbus discovered the New World of America, there were still two islands remaining, Antilia 

and Satanazee, on many nautical charts, which were believed to be Taiwan and Japan. The characteristics of 

Antilias size, s hape, major estuaries, five rivers and coastlines measured in particular on the nautical chart are 

all similar to those of Taiwan Island measured. In 1995, South University of Florida Professor Robert Fusons 

“Legendary Islands of the Ocean Sea” explained that Antilia was the first Pacific island on a map of the West, 

which was definitely Taiwan. 

There are many traces of Empire of the Sun in Taiwan, including many submarine remains of ancient 

civilization around Taiwan, more than a hundred ancient artificial caves, many remains of megalithic 

civilization, and many ancient achievements. These traces can be taken as the substantial evidences of “The 

Empire of the Sun” in Taiwan; in other word, “The Civilized Motherland of the Humankind is Taiwan”. 

After the big flood “mega-tsunami”, none of Taiwans personage ancestors living in the flat plain escaped, 

but the residents living in the mountains were lucky to escape from the disaster. Unfortunately, they were 

working class, with limited knowledge, unable to continue the civilization of Empire of the Sun, so the 

humankind civilization ceased and shrank. These ancestors retained some of the memories of the Empire of 

the Sun civilization, and when they passed on those few memories, and after sinking for five or six thousand 

years, they bred “Tapenkeng Culture” as the ancestral culture of Austronesian. 

In the recent 50 years, Austronesian, which covers one-third of the Earths surface, has attracted the 

attention of scholars, and this larger Language family now uses 1,262 kinds of Austronesian Languages, and 

is the worlds largest variety of languages and the most geographically distributed languages. According to 

statistics, before the Columbus era, the most commonly spoken language in the world was not Indo-European 

Language, but Austronesian Language. 

Over the years, the results of the study explored by scholars from linguistics, archaeology, genetics and 

culture, show that most people believe the hypothesis that the Austronesian is in line with Taiwan; that is, 

Austronesians homeland is Taiwan. However, the biggest question for scholars is where the ancestors and 

cultures of Taiwans earliest aborigines came from. 

Although some scholars put forward different views and opinions, they were unable to reach any 

agreement. It took 6,000 years for the ancestors in Taiwan to breed Tapenkeng Culture as the ancestral culture 

of the Austronesian, the civilization of the Empire of the Sun destroyed by the mega-tsunami in Taiwan 12,000 

years ago.  

We are well aware from the book that the civilization of the Empire of the Sun has made Taiwan the 

origin of the Austronesian, and Taiwans ancestors are the direct descendants of the Empire of the Sun lineage, 

not from the foreign countries, so that all the doubtful opinions can be explained well enough. 

There are thirteen sites of Paleolithic Era in Taiwan, including cultural relics such as Changbin Culture, 

Mesh Culture, and remains of Dagangshan Man, Tsochen Man and Taiwan Bridge Man, which are between 

30,000 and 50,000 years of age. This is a rare record in the ancient civilization of the world. 

Since the Austronesian language of Taiwan did not preserve the cognate of ships and navigational 

technology altogether in Proto-Austronesian language, there was no lack of Austronesian language in other 

regions of Austronesian. Kwang-Chih Chang, an internationally renowned great master of archaeology and 



former vice president of Academia Sinica, and a number of international scholars believed that the Ancestors 

had migrated to Taiwan by land in the Glacier Age, and there was no need at all for them to embark on ships 

and get to Taiwan. Therefore, it could be assured that the Taiwanese ancestors had reached Taiwan and settled 

in the Paleolithic period before the sea level had risen. In November 2016, the National Geographic Societys 

Genetics Research Program released its findings that human beings were on migration routes and era in East 

Asia that they had arrived in Taiwan confirmatively about 50,000 years ago. 

Taiwans earliest ancestors, living in the southern “Archicontinent of Sunda”, moved north along the 

Asian mainland Shelf 50,000 years ago, passed through Penghu Shelf and settled in Taiwan on foot. The 

earliest civilized Empire of the Sun then was established in Taiwan, so that the ancestors of Taiwans earliest 

aborigines were the People of Empire of the Sun in the Mu-Land. When the Empire of the Sun flourished, it 

ruled Europe, Asia, Africa, America and other continents, and its language was of course the mostly spoken 

by people over the world. The Mega-tsunami happened in Taiwan 12,000 years ago, causing the Empire of 

the Sun to collapse. The colony was thus able to restore its original language. Nevertheless, in Taiwan, where 

the Empire of the Sun was located, the original language ── “Austronesian language”, would of course 

continue to be spoken. The language of Empire of the Sun has passed down to the present, so that it should be 

the language of Austronesian. The civilization of Empire of the Sun made Taiwan the origin of Austronesian, 

not from foreign countries. Six thousand years ago, the Taipei Seven-Star Mountain volcano erupted, resulting 

in major earthquakes, and a tsunami. The part of Taiwans ancestors evacuated from Taiwan to islands in the 

Pacific and Indian Oceans in search of a safe place to live in, and then formed the domain of Austronesian. 

Therefore, Austronesians are also the descendants of the Empire of the Sun, whose homeland is, of course, 

Taiwan. 

There are many traces of ancient civilization in Taiwan, such as the ancient relics of Empire of the Sun, 

shell currency of China from Taiwan, some sites of ancient industrial district in Taiwan, Peng-Lai Fairyland 

of Taiwan, ancient gold country of Taiwan, homeland of Pacific Paper Mulberry and Bark-Cloth Culture, 

Operation Center among federal states in the world, etc.. Taiwans civili zation extended far beyond other 

countries in the region of Pacific Rim. In particular, the study of the spread of Taiwans Paper Mulberry and 

Bark-Cloth Culture as well as the spread of Taiwan Jade in recent years has actually proved that the homeland 

of Austronesian is Taiwan. 

According to the description of the various sections in this book, we are aware that the lost ancient 

civilized continent is in fact the Taiwan Island. The views of Taiwans experts and scholars on the ancient 

civilization of the lost continent can be regarded only as legends or myths, and have never been discussed 

academically. Although the author has held three press conferences since 1998, appealing to the Government 

and the academic community to study Taiwans ancient civilizatio n, in order to make the ancient prehistory of 

Taiwan, the general scholars have no interest, and even the Government has not paid any attention to it. Thus 

far there is no progress. What a pity it is! 

Yung-ho Tsao, an academician of Academia Sinica, has p ut forward the concept of “The History of 

Taiwan Island”. So far, the history of Taiwan remains in the modern history of only about 400 years, after the 

Spanish came to Taiwan. However, according to the information unearthed, the remains and cultural relics of 



the ancestor of the people by the archaeologists imply that Taiwan has culture about forty or fifty thousand 

years. The gap between the two is so immense that it is hard to compare with. No one has ever talked a little 

about ancient normal prehistory of Taiwan. 

The history of Taiwan has been recorded only since the Spanish came to Taiwan, before this rare research 

has been done for reference, so we collect many precious historical materials and cultural relics, spend a huge 

amount of money, time, physical strength and spirit, up the mountain and down the sea, and do the field survey. 

This book is based on these limited historical materials, the works of experts and scholars, oral history, together 

with the results of field investigations and scientific identification, on the current data compiled. The author 

makes a collection of pictures and literary descriptions about the ancient history of Taiwan, introducing it to 

the public in simple words and with photographs. 

Because ancient civilization is far from modern, it is difficult to use scientific evidence to obtain a 

complete human prehistoric history; the author can only quote oral history, legends, or ancient works and other 

materials, to obtain fragments of information, against the current reality, and then use modern science and 

technology to verify a subject. So the book’s original source of information in the ancient civilization section, 

referring to many books and reports, with the quotation mark [ ] attached to the sentence. However, the results 

can be detected in technology, and the book directly cites its academic papers, attached to sentences in 

parentheses ( ). The source of the two references information is listed after the main article of the book as 

“Bibliography” and “Reference” respectively. 

Although the evidences mentioned by the author are true, which are only the “tip of the iceberg”, it is 

hoped that we can use this to “throw bricks and lead jade”, to arouse the resonance of experts and scholars, 

and to explore this “iceberg entity”, and furthermore affecting the history of civilization around the world. It 

is hoped that the historians can do a series of more research and reporting, and complete an entire “Taiwan 

Island History” at an early date. They can understand Taiwans contribution of civilization to the world, solve 

the mystery of the worlds prehistoric unknown high civilization, and push Taiwan on the historical stage of 

the world to the first and most important action. 

People from all lifestyles are welcome to participate in the joint efforts to promote the study of Taiwans 

ancient civilization, and the author will exert all he can do to help promote the study of “the history of Taiwan 

Island”. 
Newidea Research Center 

 
 

 

  



Content 
Chapter 1. The unknown civilization disappeared in ancient times 
Sect. 1. The lost ancient unknown civilization 
The unknown civilization of humankind in prehistoric times 

Mexico buried city of human civilization at least more than 50,000 years 

Civilization relics of Capital Hill in Asia Minor should be existed more than 50,000 years ago 

An iron lance at Kushiro City of Japan was ancient unknown civilization 

Sect. 2. Reasons for the loss of ancient civilization 
According to mythology and legend rumor ancestor came after the cataclysm 

Exploring the Earths environment in the Ice Age from science  

Science explains the loss of ancient civilizations from the great floods 

The first civilized continent of legend disappeared in ancient times 

 

Chapter 2. The lost earliest civilized continent in the world ── the Land of Mu 
Sect. 1. The Source of the story of the Land of Mu 
Churchward wrote “The lost continent of Mu” 

Churchward deciphered the existence of the Land of Mu 

Churchward located the Land of Mu from the relics of megalithic civilization 

The Land of Mu was a boundless continent 

Sect. 2. The Empire of the Sun was in the Land of Mu 
Churchward’s description of the continent of Mu 

The society of Empire of the Sun 

The Empire of the Sun emigrated abroad to establish three colonies 

Mayax Colonial Empire was established in the Americas before 35,000 years 

The evolution of Mu civilization “十” symbol of Empire of the Sun 

The people of Mu often traded with the whole world 

Sect. 3. The disappearance of the Land of Mu 
The destruction of the Land of Mu 

Mega-tsunami and earthquakes destroyed the colonies of the Empire of the Sun 

The scene of the Land of Mu after submergence 

Sect. 4. The other relevant records of the Land of Mu existed 
Churchward confirmed the four sources of Mu-Land existence 

Troano Manuscript described Land of Mu sank 12000 years ago 

Temple inscription in ancient city of Mexico blessed Envoy of the Land of Mu 

Recording the east continent on “Book of the Dead” is the Land of Mu 

Egyptian “Book of the Dead” recorded the Land of Mu disappearing 

“Book of the Dead” has related pictures about Egypt and the Land of Mu 

A North American Indian Tableau depicting the destruction of Mu-Land 



American rock statue is a monument of disappeared Mu-Land 

Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico have inscriptions to be in remembrance of a west continent 

Many remnants describe the existence of Mu-Land 

Many other relics state the existence of Mu-Land 

 

Chapter 3. The other lost earliest civilized continent in the world ── Atlantis 
Sect. 1. The source of the story of Atlantis 
“Dialogues” of Plato recorded Atlantis 

“Critias” provides detailed information of Atlantis Island and the people 

The Acropolis was the capital of Atlantean Empire 

Description of the Atlantean Island 

Sect. 2. The Empire of Atlantis 
“Timaeus” described a brief introduction to the story of the Atlantean Empire 

Description of the Atlantean Empire 

Degeneration and disappearance of Atlantis Empire 

Sect. 3. The Search for Atlantis 
Greek poet Solon proposed 16 clues to search for Atlantis 

Experts around the world searching no Atlantis 

There is no sunken Atlantis in the submarine area of the Atlantic 

 

Chapter 4. Mega-tsunami destroyed the earliest civilized continent 
Sect. 1. The lost two ancient civilized continents should be the same one 
There are 15 common grounds between Mu-Land and Atlantis 

The ruler of two lost ancient civilized continent should be the same Empire of the Sun 

Science can examine the human history of lost civilization 

Archaeologist asserted the Land of Mu and Atlantis were the same one 

Sect. 2. The destruction of the first civilized continent may have come from tsunami 
The portents of the destruction of the first civilized continent inferred from the tsunami 

From the geoscience compared to the tsunamis beyond 10,000 years ago 

Tsunami has a destructive power to cause the regional disaster 

Mega-tsunami has a powerful destructive power to cause a century disaster of humankind 

The cause for the loss of the ancient civilization continent is attributed to mega-tsunami 

Sect. 3. Volcanic eruption of Stratovolcano Island causes the mega-tsunami 
There are two different sources of mega-tsunami 

Volcanic eruption of Stratovolcano Island triggers off a Mega-tsunami 

 

Chapter 5. A mega-tsunami occurred in the northeast waters of Taiwan 12,000 years ago 
Sect. 1. There are traces of mega-tsunami in Taiwan 



The study of ancient civilizations published the academic paper on the mega-tsunami in Taiwan 

Volcanos once have erupted several times in Taiwans northeast corner and waters  

Turtle Island and surrounding waters are active volcanos zone 

Famous scholars pointed out that the northeast waters of Taiwan is the origin zone of tsunami 

There are traces of landslides on the eastern slope of the northern Snow Mountains 

A section map near the Pei-Yi Highway shows a big landslide 

Sect. 2. The Northern section of Snow Mountains belongs to be the Stratovolcano Island 
Tunnel construction of Snow Mountains in No.5 Freeway is difficult 

Northern Snow Mountains conceals natural underground reservoirs 

Isotope dating data of groundwater in the Tunnel of Snow Mountains in Pei-I Freeway 

Pinglin Tea trees withered to confirm Snow Mountains had natural underground reservoirs 

The northern section of Snow Mountains belongs to the nature of Stratovolcano Island 

Sect. 3. Evidences of a mega-tsunami caused by volcanic eruptions in the Snow Mountains 
The international ocean drilling ship found highest sedimentation rate in Ilan sill 

The core of the drill is similar to the composition of the mountains in Taiwan 

At ODP Site 1202 found sediment about 12,000 years ago 

The volcanic eruption of northern section of Snow Mountains caused great landslides 

A great landslide of northern Snow Mountains caused the mega-tsunami 

Sect. 4. Evidences of the landslide of Snow Mountains in geography and geology 

Lanyang River is a new one from the geography 

Suao bay has been the Lanyang River Mouth once 

Change course of Lanyang River after the great landslide in the northern Snow Mountains 

The great landslide of Snow Mountains dropped into Pacific and formed Ilan Shelf and Ilan Sill 

The topography in the waters of northeast Taiwan implies that a great landslide have occurred 

From the geology describes the great landslide of Snow Mountains 

Sect. 5. Other things explain that Taiwan once happened a Mega-tsunami 
Examination of Mega-Tsunami from aborigines history in the islands of Southern Asia  

Prehistoric inhabitants of Oceania appeared for the year represented 

The great landslide of Snow Mountains caused Mega-tsunami to destroy the first civilization 

Taiwan Mega-Tsunami Event conforms to the disappearance of the worlds earliest civilization  

 

Chapter 6. The Land of Mu accords with conditions and environment of Taiwan around 
Sect. 1. The location of Taiwan corresponded with the Land of Mu 
The Land of Mu is not in the middle of the Pacific Ocean 

The Land of Mu should be near Taiwan and Ryukyu 

Sect. 2. The Naacal Tablets reveal the Land of Mu should be Taiwan 
Churchward deciphered the Naacal Tablets 

Three pieces of foliage show the Land of Mu may be ancient Taiwan, Ryukyu and Penghu 



Leaping deer is on behalf of the first man that should be born in ancient Taiwan 

Sect. 3. Many fossils of ancient elephant in Taiwan correspond with Mu-Land 
The Land of Mu once was the paradise of ancient elephants 

Many fossils of ancient elephant prove that Taiwan should be the Land of Mu 

Unearthed fossils of ancient elephant in Taiwan 

Sect. 4. Taiwans aborigines claim to be descendants of the Sun clan  
The matrilineal society of Taiwans aborigines is the same as Mu -Land 

There are Remains of the Sun Clansman at Santiago Bay nearby 

Conference Hall Remains of Sun clansman at Laolang Front Mountain 

Sect. 5. There are many relics of Empire of the Sun in Ryukyu Islands 
The Ryukyu King of Ryukyu Dynasty called the son of the Sun 

The people of sunrise country should be the people of Mu of the Empire of the Sun 

Gusuku relics in Ryukyu should be passed down by the Empire of the Sun 

The carved line drawing of stone plate in Okinawa may be the characters of Mu-Land 

 

Chapter 7. There are many characteristics and evidences of Atlantis in Taiwan 
Sect. 1. The interpretation of “Dialogue”: Atlantis is exactly Taiwan 
The 16 clues of Solon are in conformity with environment of Taiwan 

Sect. 2. There are the characteristics of Atlantis in Taiwan 
Geographical condition and growth environment of Taiwan are in conformity with Atlantis 

There were once a great number of ancient elephants in Taiwan as the Atlantis 

The unearthed wild buffalo fossils of Taiwan in everywhere as the Atlantis 

Unearthed Fossils of wild buffalo in Taiwan 

Sect. 3. Taiwan Island should be the Antilia of Atlantean remains 
The Origin of Antilia Name 

Two islands of ancient nautical chart are recognized to be Taiwan and Japan 

The scientist has proved that Antilia is the island of Taiwan 

Ancient nautical chart of Antilia is similar to Taiwan 

Sect. 4. Evidences suggest that the capital of Atlantis should be near Suao Bay 
The capital of Atlantis have cold spring and hot spring but near Suao of Taiwan have too 

The tricolor stones of capital building are also produced near Suao 

The ancient woodcarving pattern of Taiwan’s aborigines is similar to ring canal in the capital of Atlantis 

The capital of the Empire of Atlantis should be in sea off Suao Bay 

Sect. 5. The 13 Propositions of Atlantean subject are in conformity with environment of Taiwan 
Donnelly worked on the subject of Atlantis 

The contents of Mu-Land can explain Donnellys 13 Propositions  

An explanation of the 13 Propositions of Atlantean subject with the related environment in Taiwan 

The Land of Mu and Atlantis should be the same Empire of the Sun in Taiwan 



Taiwan Island may conform to the lost first civilized continent 

There are ancient civilized traces of the Empire of the Sun around Taiwan 

 

Chapter 8. There are many submarine remains of ancient civilization around Taiwan 
Some submarine artificial structures around Taiwan 

Sect. 1. Submarine city beside Hujing Islet of Penghu 
The legend of submarine city beside Hujing Islet 

The course of diving and prospection in Hujing submarine city 

A brief description of the situation of submarine sunken city near Hujing islet 

Penghu Hujing Islet submarine sunken city maybe calls the crisscross city 

The northern wall of submarine sunken city joins a big round structure of watchtower 

There are artificial signs of piling up stone walls of submarine sunken city near Hujing Islet 

Computer draws pictures of submarine sunken city wall on the sea floor 

The texture of submarine city wall is different from basalt columns and the squirted igneous rock 

Writer Hancock confirms the remains of ancient civilization after diving and prospecting 

Undersea Sonar Scan Map of Hujing Islet confirms remains of submarine city walls 

There are ten pieces of evidence to prove the artificial wall of submarine city 

Penghu submarine city should be a relic of the city of the Empire of the Sun 

Sect. 2. Other submarine structures around Taiwan 
The submarine stone wall was found near Dongji Islet of Penghu 

An ancient memorial altar near seashore at Maoao of Gongliao District 

The submarine structures in southeast Taiwan 

Sect. 3. Submarine structure near Yonakuni Island of Ryukyu in Japan 
The submarine structure near Yonaguni Island of Ryukyu is considered ancient temple 

Submarine Statue of human head on Yonaguni Island 

Huge pyramid and Hieroglyph is found in the waters of Nishizaki 

Ishigaki Island of Okinawa found several kinds of ancient civilization relics in sea floor 

Ryukyu Archicontinent should be a part of Mu-Land 

Remains of submarine civilization around Taiwan should be left over from the Empire of the Sun 

Motherland of humankind is in and around Taiwan 

 

Chapter 9. There are more than one hundred ancient artificial caves in Taiwan 
Sect. 1. Ice and snow ravaged Taiwan during the Ice Age 
Taiwans mountains used to have glaciers during the Ice Age 

Taiwans ancient caves were residences of the ancestor in the last glacial period  

Historical data of ancient caves in Taiwan 

Over one hundred ancient artificial caves at 73 places in Taiwan 

Name of Taiwans ancient caves  



Sect. 2. The pilgrimage of Taiwans famous ancient caves  
The large entrance of cave by the sea in Keelung Mountain 

The cave in Laolan Mountain at Gongliao District of Xinbei City 

The big caves in the northern Taiwan 

Escape tunnel of Taipei Grand Hotel 

Caves at Fanashan in the fourth nuclear power plant at Gongliao 

Sect. 3. Taiwans ancient caves have the traces of fine design  
The ancient caves have fifteen excellent designs 

A list of the sophisticated design of Taiwans ancient caves 

The collapsed cave and air vent holes near Seven-Star Pile at Fulong 

Taiwan lacks the archaeological studies of the artificial caves 

 

Chapter 10. There are many remains of ancient megalithic civilization in Taiwan 
There are 11 types of ancient megalithic culture remains in Taiwan 

1. Stone Tower 
Pyramid of Seven-Star Mountain in Taipei City 

The stacked up form of Pyramid stones shows the artificial sign 

Seven-Star Piles at Fulong of Gongliao District in Xinbei City 

2. Megalithic Piles 
Megalithic Piles look like huge dragon in Seven-Star Mountain 

Heaven altar in Seven-Star Mountain 

Fanjing Stone in Chaigongkeng Mountain of Taipei City 

3. Stone Pillar 
Saoba stone pillars at Satokoay Site of Hualian 

Lune stone pillar at Peinan Site of Taitung 

Stone pillar is the cornerstone of the Stilted House of Taiwan’s aborigines 

4. Stone Array 
Remains of Wuhe stone array at Ruisui of Hualian 

Remains of Peinan stone array 

5. Rock Carving 
Moiré Chart in Seven-Star Mountain of Taipei City 

Male and female stones in Longlong Mountain of Gongliao 

Rock Carvingin Laolan Mountain of Gongliao 

Remains of Wanshan Rock Carvingat Maolin of Kaohsiung City 

Rock Carvingculture maybe transmits from Taiwan to China 

The cultural system of Rock Carving in Taiwan and China is the same 

6. Stone Wall 
Eastern Taiwan Stone Wall group of Kirin Culture 



Gravida Stone of Dulan at Donghe of Taitung 

Holy Stone at Pasongan of Taitung 

7. Monolith 
A pair of Taiyuan Monoliths in Donghe of Taitung County 

The present existence of monoliths in Changbin of Taitung 

The present existence of monoliths at Zhongyong Community of Changbin 

8. Stone Wheel 
Stone Wheels at Zhongyong and Pasongan of Changbin in Taitung 

9. Patu-shaped stone 
10. Sarcophagus 
Sarcophagus of Xinshe in Fengbin of Hualien County 

Sarcophagus of Baishoulian in Chengong of Taitung County 

Sarcophagus of Dulan Site in Donghe of Taitung County 

Yuemei Concave Rock in Shoufeng of Hualian County 

Slate coffin of Jiushanlan Site in Taimauri of Taitung County 

11. Stone Statue 
Stone Statue of Eagle on hillside of Bisha fishing port in Keelung 

Stone statue of eagle was damaged by typhoon 

Eagle Stone confirmed the ruins of the megalithic civilization of the ancient times 

Statue of Parakeet Stone in Taoyuan County 

Stone Statues in Seven-Star Mountain of Taipei City 

Stone Statue at other place in Taiwan 

Yuanshan Site had the worlds biggest grindstone and sheltered house  

The remains of ancient civilization prove that Taiwan is the site of the Empire of the Sun 

 

Chapter 11. The age of ancient civilization in Taiwan can date back to the Empire of the Sun 
Sect. 1. The origin of Taiwans earliest aborigines  
The ancestors of Taiwans aborigines had come to Taiwan to settle in the Paleolithic era  

Taiwans earliest ancestors came from Sunda Archicontinent in the south  

Taiwans indigenous ancestors should have come from Sanasay  

The ancestor migration path of Taiwans aborigines is consistent with genetic study  

Taiwan’s aborigines are not from China 

Sect. 2. Remnants of ancient civilization in the Paleolithic Era in Taiwan 
The 13 sites of Paleolithic Era in Taiwan conform to the age of the Empire of the Sun 

The stone precipice remains were found at Pingxi that aborigines piled up 60,000 years ago 

The age of Changbin Culture of Baxian Cave can reach to 50,000 years ago 

Tainan Tsochen Man has a history of 30,000 years 

Miaoli Network Culture has a history about 47,000 years 



The age of Dagangshan Man may have been as early as 50,000 years ago 

Taiwan Land-Bridge Man may date up to 40,000 years ago 

Sect. 3. Taiwan’s archaeological relics in space-time framework in line with the Empire of the Sun 
Taiwan’s prehistoric sites are everywhere 

Scholars engaged in archaeological work became the base of Taiwanese prehistory 

Space-time framework of prehistoric culture in Taiwan 

Sect. 4. Taiwan’s native dogs may be the ancestor of domestic dogs 
The ancestor of dogs around the world is East Asian dogs 

A probe into the courtesy of native dogs from Taiwan’s aborigines 

The domestic co-ancestral East Asian dog may be Taiwanese native dogs 

 

Chapter 12. The remains of the Empire of the Sun in the world 
Sect. 1. The relics of megalithic culture in Pacific left over from the Empire of the Sun 
The Empire of the Sun once have left many relics and common cultures all over the world 

The relics map of megalithic culture in the islands of Pacific Ocean 

Latte Pillars were proved the relics of megalithic culture of the Empire of the Sun 

Latte Pillars were built during the ruled time of the Empire of the Sun 

Latte Pillars dumping conditions in line with Taiwan Mega-tsunami 

Latte Pillars were designed to prevent the serpents from invading the residences 

The barn built in Puyuma of Taiwan is the same as Taga House 

The ancient remains of the Pacific Rim are the common culture of the Mu-Civilization Circle 

Sect. 2. Other relics of megalithic culture in the world 
The megalithic walls are masoned in the similar type around the world 

The similar Stone carvings or statues around the world 

Terraced pyramids are located all over the world 

Sect. 3. There is a unity of common culture around the world in ancient times 
Similar ancient scripts span the half earth 

Tattoo totems of Paiwan tribe are a few similar to the scripts of the Empire of the Sun 

Tadpole Script of Sun-Moon Lake and Emerald Tablet Script of Mexico have the similarity 

The similar unearthed ancient potteries over the Pacific Rim 

Sect. 4. The belief of Great Creator “Serpent” and the Sun God spread all over the world 
The Totem of Great Creator “Serpent” spread all over the world 

The common ancient civilized belief of the snake god in the Pacific Rim 

Most indigenous groups in Taiwan have worshipped the snake totems 

Sect. 5. The worship of the Sun God all over the world 
The Sun Gate is a relic of the Sun God worship 

The temple of the Sun God of Inca remains at Machu Picchu 

Worship of the Sun God everywhere around the world 



The calendar of Maya at 5000 year ago is almost identical to the current calendar time 

 

Chapter 13. The homeland of Austronesian is Taiwan 
Sect. 1. Austronesian is the most geographically distributed race in the world 
The appearance of Austronesian 

Austronesian is the most widely distributed region and diverse language family 

Overview of Austronesians social culture  

Rhyme and innovation of Formosan Languages preserve the more features 

“Out of Taiwan” is the most popular hypothesis in recent years 

Sect. 2. Polynesian in the earliest age sailing to the world came from Taiwan 
Polynesian established the common culture of the Pacific 

Most scholars agree that Polynesian is out of Taiwan 

The first Native Americans came to settle down by sea 

The homeland of Native Americans may be Taiwan 

The source of the white species all over the world comes from Polynesia 

From the archaeological studies of chicken bones, Polynesian people found America 

The megalithic head reveals Native Americans from Polynesia 

Sect. 3. Discussion on the homeland of Austronesian from linguistics 
Austronesian language authority first proposed that the Austronesian homeland is Taiwan 

Several international linguists claim that Austronesians homeland is Taiwan  

Austronesian diffusion accords with “out of Taiwan hypothesis” 

Seven steps of Austronesian spread from Taiwan 

Austronesian Language Family top 10 subfamilies Taiwan’s aborigines account for nine subfamilies 

Language study displays Austronesian originated in Taiwan 

Language Phylogenies reveal Austronesian spread from Taiwan 5230 years ago 

Austronesian Language should be passed down from the Empire of the Sun 

Sect. 4. Discussion on the homeland of Austronesian from archaeology 
Thiel from archaeological data inferred Taiwan is Austronesian origin 

Lapita culture is an evidence of Austronesian homeland to be Taiwan 

Fijian Lapita pottery showed Taiwanese ancestor migrated to Polynesia 

Analyzing ancestors unearthed bones of Fiji L apita clan confirmed they come from Taiwan 

Vanuatu Lapita ancestor’s bones DNA analysis confirmed from Taiwan 

First inhabitants of Vanuatu and Tonga were all from Taiwan 

The Human Colonization of the Islands of Polynesia 

The Batan Islands settlement migrated from Taiwan 4000 years ago 

Sect. 5. Discussion on the homeland of Austronesian from genetics 
Genetics study shows Austronesian is from Taiwan 

Mitochondria DNA sequence analysis finds Taiwan as the homeland of Austronesian 



Evidence of Alcohol metabolism gene research supports Taiwan as the homeland of Austronesian 

Direct Genetic Factor evidence shows that most of Oceanians aborigine come from Taiwan  

Study Mitochondria DNA of Taiwan’s aborigines proves Polynesian from Taiwan 

Analysis of Helicobacter Pylori confirmed the migration of Taiwans aborigines to the South Sea Islands  

MIT study finds that the common ancestor of all humans are as Taiwanese 

Austronesian genetic analysis using specimens of Taiwan’s Mountain Peoples was error 

A few scholars do not clearly recognize Taiwan’s aborigines the results of the study will be biased 

Sect. 6. Discussion on the homeland of Austronesian from culture 
Tapenkeng Culture is the ancestral culture of Austronesian 

Tapenkeng Culture contains whole Taiwan and the southeastern coast of China 

Tapenkeng Culture is the earliest agricultural and pottery culture in Taiwans history  

Personal manual weaving facility spread the entire world 

The source of Facial Tattoo clansman may be Taiwan native 

Sect. 7. The diffusion of paper mulberry and bark cloth culture confirms Taiwan’s homeland theory 
Genome analysis of Pacific paper mulberry supports Taiwan to be the homeland of Austronesian 

Paper mulberry is dioecism indicating Austronesians emigrated from Taiwan 

Bark-cloth Culture confirming Taiwan is homeland of Austronesian 

Working on bark-cloth and dress still in the Pacific Rim 

Bark-cloths and dresses still are used in the Pacific Rim 

Taiwan should be the source of manufacturing tool “stone bark-cloth beater” 

Bark-cloth culture of Taiwan influenced the invention of China papermaking 

Paper Armors, Clothes and Curtains of Tang and Sung and later dynasties were made of Bark-Cloth 

Chinese ancient paper currency was bark-cloth paper made from paper mulberry 

The invention of printing in China also may influence from Taiwan Bark-Cloth Culture 

The Culture of Austronesian ── Printed bark cloth 

Austronesian controls the big ship and carries commensal plant species “paper mulberry” emigration 

Sect. 8. Taiwans jade diffusion theory can be used a s evidence of Taiwans homeland theory  
Bellwood advocated “Taiwan Jade Diffusion Theory” 

Taiwan was a big jade trading power in Southeast Asia more than three thousand years ago 

The spread theory of Taiwan jade is verified 

 

Chapter 14. The history of civilization can prove Taiwan to be the homeland of Austronesian 
Sect. 1. Taiwan have ancient characters that are left over from ancient times 
Bunun’s symbolic notes are more superior to knotted notes 

Ancient Paiwan once used the Hieroglyph to record events 

Scripts of Insect-Snake Style of Taiwan’s aborigines has predated Chinese Three Dynasty 

The existences of ancient scripts in Taiwan were proved 

Sect. 2. In ancient times the shell currency of China imported from Taiwan 



The shell currencies used in ancient China were only produced in Taiwan 

Chinas San -Hsin-Tui Shell Currencies and Taiwans cowries compare to the similarity  

The site of shell currency mill in Santiago Bay 

Sect. 3. There was cultural communication between Taiwan and China in ancient times 
The ballad explains the ancient cultural communications between Taiwan and China 

There was cultural communication between Taiwan and China in the Xia-Yu age 

Ancient gorgeous clothes set with shiny shells of Ketagalan tribe in Taiwan 

Ancient ornament set with shiny shells of Ketagalan tribe in Taiwan 

Sect. 4. There are the sites of ancient ancestor’s industrial district in Taiwan 
The ancient industrial region of Ketagalan tribe in northern Taiwan 

There are the sites of the worlds earliest industrial district in Santiago bay 

Coal mining of Ketagalan tribe 

There are gold and silver mines in the area of Santiago Bay 

The fourth nuclear power plant area can anywhere get the residues of silver and copper 

There was smelting metal plant of Yanliao Site at Fanashan 

Glittering in the cave wall of the fourth nuclear power plant area at Fanashan of Gongliao District 

Copper smelting mill of Ketagalan tribe in northern Taiwan 

The Ironworks Site of Santiago Bay 

The site of pottery plant in the area of the fourth nuclear power plant at Fanashan of Gongliao 

Jomon potteries were unearthed at the area of the fourth nuclear power plant about 4,500 years ago 

The mill site of ancient gorgeous clothes with shiny shells at Gongliao 

The manufacture process of ancient clothes with shiny shells 

Cowry mill at Yanliao site was dated 3510 years old 

Wang’s Book proved the ancient industrial region in the northern Taiwan 650 years ago 

The sites of ancient industrial district in Santiago Bay has been damaged 

Hualian Pinglin has the relics of Taiwans ancient jade industrial district  

Industrial molds in prehistoric times unearthed at Jiushanlan Site of Taitung. 

Sect. 5. Taiwan is the Fairyland of Peng-Lai 
Taiwan is the most abundant place of the global biodiversity 

The ancient books describe Taiwan as Peng-Lai Fairyland 

Zi-Xiu Lin described Taiwan’s aborigines were the celestial beings 

Shang dynasty copper replaced shell currency Taiwan declined gradually 

Sect. 6. Taiwan is an ancient gold country 
The world-famous Golden River of Taiwan 

Discovery of the Golden River in eastern Taiwan 

Gold Rush Resort of Takkiri Delta deposits gold ore abundantly 

15th century Europeans were full of interest in panning gold ore out to Taiwan 

Jiushanlan Site of Taitung had gold processing industry in prehistoric age 



Gold ore contains abundantly in the area of Chiuhun and Chunkuashin 

Metallurgical industry in northern Taiwan 

The gold of Taiwan influences the formulation of the international system of weights and measures 

The gold of Taiwan is a source of the public system of weights and measures 

Sect. 7. Taiwan was once the Operation Center among federal states in the world 
Ketagalan tribe says that Taiwan has been once the center of Confederal Operation 

Aborigine’s speech of “Galan” is “Keilang” and the meaning of “federal” 

Taiwan’s aborigines signed Wa Lung Treaty Documents with the Netherlands 

British Menzies published a book mistaking Zheng-He to surround the world 

Taiwans ancient trade network unsolved the fallacy of Zheng -He surrounding the world 

 

Chapter 15. The ancestors and cultures of the Austronesian came from the Empire of the Sun 
Sect. 1. The civilization of Empire of the Sun achieved Austronesian 
The origin of Austronesian ancestors and culture is not clear 

Two main theories of Austronesian origin do not fit in with actual condition of Taiwan 

1. The origin of Chinas Southeast Coast version  

2. The origin of islands of Southeast Asia version 

The origin of Austronesian should be associated with the Empire of the Sun 

It took 6000 years from the civilization of the Empire of the Sun to breed Tapenkeng Culture 

The civilization of the Empire of the Sun achieved Taiwan becoming homeland of Austronesian 

The ancestors of Taiwans aborigines established the worlds first Empi re of the Sun 

Sect. 2. Natural disasters devastated aborigines and then they left from Taiwan 6000 years ago 
The volcano of Seven-Star Mountain in northern Taiwan massively erupted about 6000 years ago 

A volcanic eruption on Turtle Island 7,000 years ago 

Jiupeng of Pingtung has three tsunami boulders more than 5,000 years ago 

There are 14 tsunami boulders on the north Shore of Lanyu Island 

A tsunami destroyed China's Hemudu Culture about 6000 years ago 

Frequent natural disasters prompted ancestors leaving from Taiwan 

Keilang is the vessel of migrating on the South Sea Islands and culture spread 

Zheng-He's fleet in Maritime Expeditions could be “Keilang” 

Sect. 3. Fluctuations in the composition of the indigenous population of modern Taiwan 
The Plains Peoples are the main aborigines in Taiwan 
Questionnaire of the Government of Japan on Taiwans Population from 1900 to 1943  
Most Chinese migrate into Taiwan from 1946 to 1952 
Statistical table of people from China to Taiwan after the Civil War of China 
Number of persons of original domiciles of another province population in Taiwan in 1956 
Taiwan population questionnaire of Taiwan Provincial Government from 1946 to 1956 
The matrilineal Society of Taiwans aborigines has gradually been misled into patrilineal societ y 
Plains Peoples was appointed by ROC Government’s decree to be Chinese 



Taiwan’s Government misled Taiwanese to become Chinese 
The Theory of Taiwan homeland of Austronesian has been affirmed gradually 
Hurry up to investigate the treasures of the Empire of the Sun in Taiwan 
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